MHL360 D: remains cool even at maximum performance.

The MHL360 D from Terex Fuchs is an extremely reliable and efficient material handling machine, equipped with advanced cooling technology. The separated cooling system prevents the machine from overheating and guarantees maximum cooling capacity and quiet operation at ambient temperatures of up to 45 °C. This ensures consistent material handling volumes even under extreme conditions. Thanks to the mobile undercarriage, the machine can be moved quickly and easily, enabling operational flexibility in port logistics – according to the operator’s requirements.

Customer’s conclusion:
"We are delighted with the reliability of the MHL360 D. We can rely on the machine even in extremely hot outdoor temperatures. Compared to our other equipment, the machine is very quiet, meaning we can operate it for longer in the evenings without disturbing residents. The clamshell grab enables us to reduce the amount of dust produced and gives us a higher handling capacity, because we do not lose any material like we did with our previous method."
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